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Takeout Doubles 
A 2nd-seat overcall promises a good 5-card suit and about 8 to 17 high-card points (HCPs).  What do you do if you have a good hand that 

doesn’t qualify for an overcall?  Often, you can make a Takeout Double (TO-X).  A takeout double promises one of two things: 

• Type 1: An opening hand with support for each of the unbid suits; OR 

• Type 2: A hand that’s too strong for an overcall (i.e. 18+ HCPs) with any distribution 

 

Type 1 TO-X 

The ideal hand for a Type 1 TO-X after  a 1H opener would be something like this: AQxx x KQxx Qxxx, an opening hand with 4 cards in each 

of the un-bid suits.  It’s perfectly fine to have only three cards in a suit, particularly a minor: AQxx xx KQx Qxxx.  With an outside doubleton, 

you should pass without significant extra values.: AQxx xx KQ Qxxxx. 

 

While we’d like to have 4 cards in the unbid major (or majors), we’re not always dealt the perfect hand.  A TO-X might still be the best de-

scription of your hand.  Over a 1D opener, good things might happen if you double with AKx QJxx xx Axxx: Partner might bid hearts; OR Part-

ner may have 5 spades; OR if partner bids spades with only 4, then a 4-3 spade fit might play reasonably well.  (Note that we will likely be 

able to ruff diamonds on the short trump hand.) 

 

A Type 1 TO-Xer typically makes just the single bid, then doesn’t bid again; having shown your  hand with the TO-X, you should leave it up 

to partner to bid further.  Remember that partner is forced to bid and might have as few as 0 HCPs.  Further, if partner has  length in open-

er’s suit, she may be forced to bid one of your suits with only 3 (or 2!).  (More on partner’s bids below.) 

 

Type 2 TO-X 

Hands that are too big for an overcall should start with a TO-X.  Over a 1H opener, double with AKQxx Ax Ax Kxxx.   

 

Partner’s clue that this double is different than a Type 1 TO-X is that you will bid again, even if partner shows a weak hand.  In the auction 

on the right, the 2S bid shows a big hand (17+ HCPs) and a good 5-card spade suit.  Note that East should show spades even with support 

for partner’s clubs.  (With these values and a 6-card suit, this hand might jump to 3S: “Partner, I need just a smidge from you to make 

game.”) 

 

Partner’s (Advancer’s) Reponses 

The TO-Xer’s partner, the 4th hand after the opener, is called the Advancer.  As the Advancer to a TO-X, 

we should often simply bid our longest suit at the lowest level.  With equal-length long suits, we should 

first choose a major over a minor.  And if it’s still a toss-up, then our best quality suit.  (There may be tac-

tical considerations that we won’t worry about here.) 

 

Remember that partner is expecting as few as zero HCPs from your hand.  With values in the 9 to 11 range, you should show that you have 

a significantly better hand than you might otherwise  have.  Since partner is in the opening hand range, your hand is invitational to game.  

With 12+ points, you should consider your hand to be game forcing; in this case, you can bid game, or with a lot of shape you can cue bid. 

 

With invitational values and a suit, you should make a single jump.  Without a suit (or a minor suit) and a stopper, you can bid 1NT. 

 

With the start at the right: 

• With xxx xxxxx xx xxx: Bid 1S.  Ouch.  You must bid something, a spades is your best option. 

• With Axxx xxxx Kxx xx: Bid 1S. A max. 

• With Axxx xxxx AQx xx: Bid 2S.  Jump to invite. 

• With Ax xxxx AQxxx xx: Bid 3D.  Jump to invite 

• With Axx Kxxx Kxxxx x: Bid 1NT:  Prefer 1N over your minor. 

• With Axxx xxxx AKx Qx: Bid 4S.  We certainly want to be in game. 

 

Note that if the TO-Xer bids freely over your minimum response, OR if she bids a new suit, she’s promising a type-2 TO-X and you should 

bid accordingly.  With a minimum (0 to 4, say), pass.  With a non-minimum (say 5 to 8), try to keep the auction open. 
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